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Cold Steel Smatchet
Category:

Product ID: 97SMATS
Manufacturer: Cold Steel
Price: 36.00 EUR
Availability: Sold Out
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See it in our store.
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Product parameters:
• Total length: 50,2 cm
• Blade length: 35,6 cm
• Handle length: 14,6 cm
• Blade thickness: 2,8 mm
• Weight: 0,6 kg
• Steel: 1055
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Cold Steel is proud to breathe new life into a classic WWII knife called the Smatchet. Famed for its countless exploits in
the trenches, the rubble-strewn streets and the thick jungle, it carved out a reputation for ferocious effectiveness that still
echoes today. A knife that gained much of its notoriety in the hellish melee of trench warfare, the Smatchet was all about
function. Its flat, heavy blade struck fear into the enemy and provided a distinct psychological edge to the wielder. Just
holding a Smatchet instilled confidence and a grim determination for getting the job done. Its very name became a
byword for guts, glory and bravery.
Our modern interpretation of this true military classic features the same instantly recognizable broad spear point and
false edge with the addition of a strong steel reinforced guard and rugged weather-proof handle with a generous lanyard
hole in its contoured, comfortable and virtually unbreakable polypropylene handle.
A formidable tool that can only be described as part machete, part short sword, our Smatchet is fully sharpened and
coated with a rust resistant matte finish that is baked onto the 1055 Carbon Steel blade for extra durability. Affordable,
strong and reliable, the Smatchet is made to survive.
When you feel the comforting heft of the Smatchet hanging from your belt or pack in its Cor-Ex™ sheath you will know
the confidence that comes from having a knife that can handle the very worst that the world has to throw at you.
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Movie: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=WG0nQumA1a0
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Cold Steel is a world known maker of knives, swords and other edged weapons and tools, all products are made of best
available materials. Company was founded in 1980 by company president, Lynn C. Thompson. The company's products
include fixed blade knives, folding knives, swords, machetes, tomahawks, kukris, blowguns, walking sticks, and other
martial arts–related items.
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